
Magneti Marelli Motherson Shock Absorbers India Pvt Ltd. (MMSA) are in the manufacturing of molded 
parts for automobile sector. 

This case study describes how MothersonSumi INfotech & Designs Limited (MIND) helped them deliver 
cost-e�ective operations, reduce IT costs and increase system contribution to the business.

About the Customer

MIND delivers Advisory & 
Consulting to Motherson 
Magneti Marreli Shock 
Absorbers India Pvt Limited 
(MMSA) for SAP Roll-Out & 
Process Excellence

MMSA was looking for a SAP support partner who could help them overcome the below strategic and 
operational challenges:

Customer Challenges

Improve their technical infrastructure setup and processes in SAP 

Migration of their SAP application from Europe to India

Analysis and Re-design of user access and roles

Implementation of warehouse management for the new plant

High cost for hosting and maintenance

Tracking of material in inventory and WM level

Overcome business process challenges

Mismatch between digital and physical inventory



MIND experienced SAP team deep-dived into the MMSA ‘s existing business processes and operations at 
their plant in Pune, India, to understand both their existing technical setup and processes. As an outcome of 
these this analysis the MIND SAP team was able to:

Our Solution

With MIND’s SAP consulting services, MMSA was able to realise the below benefits:

Benefits

Implement SAP Warehouse Management implementation for Bin Level Tracking

Deliver SAP Functional & Technical consulting

Enable New Plants Roll-Out

Get access to relevant training to users on key business processes

Fulfilled process gaps

Process E�icient: The 
confidence for rolling out 
a new plant on SAP

Overcome business 
challenges

End-to-end visibility of 
business on a single 
platform

Reduce IT cost and increased 
system contribution to the 
Business

MothersonSumi INfotech & Designs Limited (MIND) is a global technology company that o�ers a 
consulting-led approach with an integrated portfolio of industry-leading solutions that encompass 
the entire enterprise value chain. Our technology- driven products and services are built on two 
decades of innovation, with a future focussed management philosophy, a strong culture of 
invention and co-innovation, and a relentless focus on customer-centricity. An SEI CMMI Level 5 
company, MIND has delivered best-in-class services to over 200 customers in 47+ global locations 
across all continents. MIND is a division of Motherson Group, one of the largest manufacturers of 
components for the automotive and transport industries worldwide with 135,000 employees across 
the globe. Our name itself signifies a relationship of deep trust that of a mother and child. Trust is 
sacrosanct in all relationships at Motherson while working towards our vision of being a globally 
preferred solutions provider.
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